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Abstract

In the process of restaging master works, how do choreographers Mats Ek, Matthew Borne, and Mark Morris, manipulate the effect and lend to the preservation of classics through the restaging of these works? Restaging classics, whether in dance or theater, is regarded as a way to refresh and modernize great, master works.

Choreographers Mats Ek, Matthew Borne, and Mark Morris, took on this challenging effort to recreate the classics that should be remembered forever. In their dance works, Ek, Borne, and Morris, manipulate the effect of the piece through many aspects of dance, including contrast, repetition, climax of the plot, and many more. The purpose of this essay is to determine the individual ways that these choreographers manipulated the effect, and also to decipher what inspired them.

Because of the size of this paper, the essay centers on manipulations made to the master works and the motivations within each choreographer. The majority of the analysis was based on a comparison of the original work to the recreated work. Both critical reviews and video recordings were used to acquire full understandings of all three pieces. To expand the analysis, personal interviews with each choreographer were utilized to analyze the personal inspirations put forth in the recreations of the master works.

As a conclusion to the research, Ek, Borne, and Morris, successfully reconstructed each master work with personal inspiration and insights. Their genius manipulations to the master works, not only modernized the classics, but also preserved them in such a way that audiences will always appreciate the original intent and work put into them. As
a result to their fine effort, these choreographers became famous for their talent and expertise expressed in their unforgettable works.
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Restaging the Classics

In the process of restaging master works, how do choreographers Mats Ek, Matthew Borne, and Mark Morris, manipulate the effect and lend to the preservation of classics through the restaging of these works? The word effect is defined as meaning or sense and purpose or intention\(^1\). Choreographers can use many aspects of stage and performance to manipulate or change the effect. Choreographers create their works based on interpretations and reflections on past experiences and often they reflect on other master works that they have witnessed. Recreating and preserving a master work can mean producing it in such a way that it is a reflection of the master work. It means altering the effect, often done in several different ways. Contrast, repetition, proportion, climax, and harmony are all aspects and principles of dance that a choreographer can use to manipulate and change the overall effect. It can be assumed that no matter how similar the choreography, when a choreographer restages a piece, the effect will be changed. With this in mind, the question will arise of how and to what extent do choreographers manipulate the original intent of a piece, and how do they preserve it. This paper will compare three present day choreographers who have restaged three classics to the original piece from which they were inspired. This paper will study Mats Ek and his piece *Giselle*, Matthew Borne and his interpretation of *Swan Lake*, and Mark Morris and his piece *The Hard Nut*.

When researching this question, the paper will take into consideration that the meaning or intention of a piece may change by time period or the personality of the choreographer. The restaging of dances vary based on the interpretation and new

---

direction that the choreographer chooses to go, based on the idea therefore the intent and effect will change from choreographer to choreographer. For example, *Giselle* was originally premiered in Paris on June 28th, 1841\(^2\), in the Romantic Era\(^3\). During this time most characters were portrayed as magical beings. Choreography for the original *Giselle*, by Jean Coralli and Jules Perrot, was inspired by a poem written by Heinrick Heine. For both representations of Giselle, the choreographers have reflected the time period in which the pieces were created. Unlike interpretations by Coralli and Perrot, Ek recreated *Giselle* with a psychological twist. He modernized characters such as the peasants who now live in a small rural community\(^4\). For this particular piece, the two different creations contrasted in aspect of time period, intent, and interpretation of the choreographer.

The master work of *Giselle* was restaged by other artists numerous times before it became the controversial piece by Mats Ek known today. Contrast had the biggest effect on the restaged piece. Contrast, by definition means, the introduction of a theme or pattern different from the original, yet related to it\(^5\). This is very important in the process of restaging because it provides the main aspects of distinction between the original piece and the restaged piece; the original choreographer’s intent and the new choreographer’s intent. Dynamics, rhythms, and number of performers all contribute to how contrast can be achieved. I believe that rhythms and styles of movement most contribute to the manipulation of the restaged piece because they are the most personal aspects of the


dance that affects the choreographer’s work. A change in plot also has a huge impact on the effect. The two pieces had very different climaxes which is a main factor to the overall storyline and outcome of each dance narrative. In Ek’s piece, the desperate Albrecht “enters into a distorted madhouse entanglement with Giselle”\(^6\). In the original piece the climax is the death of Giselle. Finally, themes have an overriding effect on the recreated piece versus the original. For Giselle those are love, betrayal, and madness.\(^7\)

The “surrealistic setting of a mental hospital”\(^8\) introduces a psychological twist as the dancers represent inmates in a mental institution. In this same scene, phallicism, although not as obvious, can be spotted and contributes to the madness. Despite the idea of phallicism in the piece, the nurse in Act two “serves as a defense against sexual attraction”\(^9\).

The second choreographer that was analyzed was Matthew Borne. Swan Lake demonstrates how each choreographer had extremely different interpretations of the concept of the piece. Originally produced by Pyotr Tchaikovstky from 1875-1876\(^{10}\), Swan Lake consisted of four Acts and was inspired by Russian folk tales. The ballet centered on Odette, the princess, who was turned into a swan by an evil sorcerer’s curse\(^{11}\). Unlike this conventional romantic curse theme, Matthew Bourne was inspired by

---


\(^8\) Ibid

\(^9\) Ibid


“love searched for, love unrequited, and love’s redeeming power when it is found.” His piece has a homoerotic element because of the shocking factor of love and admiration between male characters. In this case, the unity of Bourne’s piece manipulated the effect because many aspects of the dance were changed to fit his unique central theme of the dance. Just like Ek, Bourne updated his piece to modern time to portray his desired effect. He also adds a humorous twist to the piece. For example, some of the dancers took on characters with clumsy personalities. In the original piece, the main character is a young princess who is turned into a swan against her own will whereas in Bourne’s restaged piece the main character is a man who turns into a swan when he writes a suicide note and runs into a nearby lake. It seems that this is one of the biggest differences between the two pieces and provides the biggest perspective on Bourne’s personal interpretation. For one, the fact that the main character is now a male, adds a masculine aspect to the piece not present before. In Bourne’s restaged piece, there is an alpha male when the swans are introduced and the prince (the main character) is protected by him. In a sense, you could compare the prince to the princess in the original piece because of the fragility and woman like characteristics that are portrayed in his character.

Through the research of the two pieces of Swan Lake, it can be believed that minor changes can create completely separate effects. For example, even though Bourne only changed the gender of the main character, he changed the theme and intent of the work entirely. Bourne’s interpretation of the piece came mainly from his extensive research on swans themselves. He learned that swans are territorial, especially of their

---

mates, and can become very aggressive\textsuperscript{13}. His idea that swans have two sides branched off to people having two sides, masculine and feminine\textsuperscript{14}, which he portrays in multiple characters. I believe that his interpretation may have been influenced by the time period that he created it. The idea of same gender partnership has been a growing argument and topic of discussion in society. When the original Swan Lake was created, the idea of homosexuality was overlooked and not accepted like in today’s society. Bourne’s introduction of this in his piece provided the shock factor and was much unexpected. In comparison to the restaging of Giselle, Bourne kept the choreography and sequences similar to the original production of Swan Lake. By doing this, I believe that Bourne was able to keep the beautiful and graceful movement. This aspect of choreography is able to portray part of the “feminine” side of the characters, which is part of how Bourne manipulated the effect of the original piece to the effect of his piece. The “masculine” side of the characters is more apparent in the male characters yet Bourne still finds a way to have this side of every character revealed.

The third choreographer that was analyzed was Mark Morris. Morris, born in Seattle on August 29, 1956\textsuperscript{15}, has performed with multiple companies including Lar Lubovitch, Hannah Kahn, Laura Dean, Eliot Feld, and the Koleda Balkan Dance Ensemble\textsuperscript{16}. He became famous for his multitude of works and his famous dance company Mark Morris Dance Group formed in 1980. His most well known piece, The Hard Nut, was created during his time as Director of dance for Theatre Royal de la

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid
Monnaie in Brussels. *The Hard Nut* was created in 1991 and is a comical play off of the original *Nutcracker* first performed in 1892. In additional analyses of re-created dances, it can be found that choreographers usually recreate the dance to represent more modern traditions and ideas. The artistic process is always different for each choreographer and for Mark Morris he seems to focus on the visual aspects such as costumes and sets more than anything else. In *The Hard Nut*, over 60 set pieces and props are used, the wardrobe contains 30 wigs, and 48 members are a part of the stage crew that is in charge of wardrobe, hair and makeup. Some may argue that just changing the costumes and sets would not change anything at all but in the case of Morris, they would be wrong. Mark Morris added a modern, comical twist and did so with the cartoon like twists to the sets and costumes. His comical interpretation is comparable to Matthew Bourne’s *Swan Lake*.

Looking at the amount of focus put into costumes and sets, it can be interpreted that Morris is aiming for a flashy and memorable performance. The elaborate stage and costume designs far surpass that of the original *Nutcracker*. This is the reason that *The Hard Nut* has been voted “viewers’ choice” for years. Despite the similar plotline of a typical Nutcracker ballet, he takes the typical sweetness out of the ballet and gives the characters rude and impolite personalities. For example, in the party scene, instead of the children being “angelic” like expected, they fight with each other and have no problem expressing their anger toward the others. To expand the investigation of the visual focus, several videos were viewed focusing on “Waltz of the Snowflakes” scene from *The Hard Nut*.

---

17 Ibid
*Hard Nut* and other productions of the *Nutcracker*. A noticeable difference that sets Morris’ production apart from the others was the use of confetti, 22 pounds of it in fact.\(^{21}\) With percussive actions in the music, the dancers had confetti to throw on the higher points of music and choreography. In *The Hard Nut*, 22 of the 32 dancers in the entire production are used for this specific scene.\(^ {22}\) Compared to Morris’s production of this scene, the other productions rarely had all dancers dancing at once. A couple of dancers would dance at any one time while the others were bowed around them. This use of a multitude of dancers created a captivating effect. In Morris’ production, another noticeable difference was the use of black background for this scene as opposed to a full set like the others. This staging focused on the dancers and the playfulness of the snowflakes.

Inspiration plays a huge part in the recreation of famous pieces. It is what drives artists to craft unforgettable pieces that will forever change the people who are lucky enough to witness them. Often these kinds of works will relate to the views and thoughts of those who flock to come see them.

Displayed well by the first choreographer, Mats Ek is a commendable, inspired artist who seems to put the deepest meanings into his works. Like *Giselle*, he has recreated many other ballets with unforeseen, unique twists. To say that his works only represent modern times would be completely incorrect. Ek prefers to reference daily life in his choreography. Taking part in “social exchange” and allude to other arts, films, and


\(^{22}\) Ibid
He is inspired by the deeper meaning and wanting to understand what’s going on around him. He doesn’t believe that the whole “meaning of life can be grasped” yet he tries to portray it in his choreography. Ek’s main inspiration though is simply emotion.

In light of Ek’s inspirations of emotion, it is clear to see that many other aspects of his works are affected by this. His choice of music, for one, is narrowed down for his need of expressive movement. He looks for melodic yet not too intricate music. He clarifies that he needs “space left for some sort of addition” and that there needs to be “air left in it” specifically for movement. On another note, many classify his works as modern but Ek choreographs with movements that fit the context of a specific piece and not technically a specific genre. In an interview, Ek states that dancers have to work with the feelings and “with analysis of the whole character but not mimic classical gestures.” Not only the choreography, but also the stage sets and costumes are unlike the previous choreographers studied. By watching a video of Ek’s recreated piece of Giselle, one can see that not as much effort or priority is put into the costumes and set designs as is invested in the movements. All of the dancers bring passion to their movements. Ek wants his dancers to express their own emotions, driven by their characters, in order to present as much life as possible to the audience. Many say that his characters are “psychologically intense”. In response Ek says “I demand, of course, when you do a character like Giselle that you have a clear picture of who this person is, and you’re
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expressing your feelings through this person." With this much emotional development behind the character, there is no need for overdone sets or costumes to make up for the possible lack of life or passion. This may also be a way for the audience to focus on the choreography and not so much the surroundings.

Pursuing this further, one might infer that Mat Ek's personal life also inspires him deeply. Ek has worked with his wife Ana Laguna for over 30 years and is constantly motivated by her movements and expressions. In an interview he explains that she is not only inspiring because of her far-reaching technical training background but also because "she has a capacity of combining the movements with, which in my case is absolutely essential, an inner life, an inner architecture of feelings and thoughts and associations, which is quite stunning." One may argue that Ana is possibly the base of all his emotional inspiration.

Matthew Borne has an entirely different approach. For Borne, it is about providing a familiar story to the audience. By watching an interview with Borne, it was easy to see that he is a very easy going individual and goes where life takes him. In fact, he didn't start dance training until he was 22. His background lends to an entirely different personality and supports the idea that choreographers and their works differ from their personalities. They are the sole influences on works of art. In an interview, Borne stated that it is about winning over the audience and "taking something people feel they already know, a bit, be it the music or the story, and surprising them with what you

---


29 Ibid

do with it” 31. Borne has always recreated famous pieces or classics for this very purpose. He is very bold in his changes to the original production of *Swan Lake*, such as the sex of characters, as seen in his piece *Swan Lake*. Based on the different approaches towards his works, it seems that Borne is a people pleaser. He states that he puts humor “towards the beginning so people relax” so as to “with the audience over” 32. Borne desires to introduce types of dance that people would not generally go to see. He wants to win the audience over with humor, because later on in the performance he introduces more unusual, abstract, modern types of dance movements later. 33 None of his movements are straightforward, but daring to inflict new ideas and perspectives on the audience. In today’s society, many things are frowned upon and rejected by society, such as homosexuality. The bold change of the swans made to be males was inspired by this concept. The prince realizes his sexuality is a problem, because as a part of the royal family it is not acceptable. He attains to be wild and free because he simply cannot be. In Act 3, the prince becomes attracted to the stranger, also known as the black swan. He is attracted because the stranger has all the characteristics of a swan such as being wild, free, and beautiful. Borne states “it is the prince’s tragedy, not a gay tragedy” 34. Many people misperceive this work to just be a ‘gay’ *Swan Lake* when it is really about love. Borne seeks to reach the audience by relating them to this common concept of a quest for
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love. The prince in the story does not seek sexuality, but just love. In Borne's Swan Lake, he intended to recreate a piece to have familiar ideas, such as from the original ballet, for the audience to relate to.

Unlike the others, Mark Morris was inspired solely by music. He even states that “I choreograph because of music”. To Morris, this is what separates him from most other choreographers. Some could argue that this is the case for all choreographers but others could argue that that is not true because dance is simply a movement of the body. It is what you feel inside and how you express emotions or tell a story. Dance can be done without music. Morris brings dancing for music to a whole other level. He studies the scores and notes of the piece of music that he is going to use and studies the story behind it. Furthermore, Morris only uses live music in rehearsals and performances. This shows his true appreciation and respect for music. Artists are often separated by their inspirations and artistic processes and it is shown in the works they produce.

For Morris, his entire restaged and recreated piece of the Nutcracker was inspired by the memorable music within it. Ever since he first heard the music at age 15, he knew that he wanted to someday choreograph to that unforgettable music. Morris stated that “he wanted to build a fresh version from the ground up”. He took many different approaches with the help of collaborators Charles Burns and Adrienne Lobel. Burns is a comic book artist who has a very black and white view of the world, as seen in the set design. His artwork is filled with archetypal concepts such as guilt, childhood, mystery,
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adolescent sexuality, and portrayals of postwar America. Lobel created many sets and costumes to go hand in hand with Burns’ views. Because the performance contains an orchestra of 77 musicians, choir of 12 singers, 93 costumes, and much more, it seems that Morris paid more attention to the supporting details. The cartoon-like characters and settings add humor very different from the original. As stated before, the multitude of dancers in the “Waltz of the Snowflakes” creates a breathtaking effect unlike other creations of the Nutcracker. Morris doesn’t believe that snowflakes or flowers (characters in another scene) should be gender specific. In fact he states that he wants “a stage full of people regardless of gender”.

In a fast moving and progressive society, change seems to be expected to carry the evolution of dance in a new direction. For the three artists Mats Ek, Matthew Borne, and Mark Morris, their entire career is based around change in many separate forms. In dance, an alteration to something as basic as stage sets or costumes can change how the dance is understood by the audience. Within a major work of dance, elements from timing, body shape, movement direction, floor pattern, or choreographic devices like repetition can be adjusted. This paper has investigated the ways in which choreographers manipulate these and many other aspects of major works to mold them into something of their own. The recreated works add to the preservation of the classics because they are formed into a modern recreation. As inspired individuals of their generations, the three choreographers respected the originality of the three ballets yet brought them into a new light.
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